Amazing Clear Cast
Ocean Art Kit
Instructions

Supplies:
1 Ocean Art kit, which includes:
-1 gallon kit of Amazing Clear Cast epoxy
-White, tan, blue, and ocean blue dyes
-1 5-quart mixing container
-4 2.5-quart mixing containers
-5 large stir sticks
-Drill mixer
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Mixing:
1. Measure out equal parts of Side A
and Side B by volume into the 5-quart
mixing container.

2. Thoroughly mix for 4 to 6 minutes,
being sure to scrape the bottom and
sides of the container as you stir.

3. When you're finished, you should
have a clear mix with no streaks or
swirls.
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Colors:
1. Divide your epoxy into five separate
mixing containers, one for each color.
(It’s easiest to leave the clear epoxy in
the 5-quart mixing container.)

2. Add dye to each container of epoxy.
The amount of dye depends on your
total volume, but the basic recipes are:
3 Blue : 1 Opaque White
3 Ocean Blue : 1 Opaque White
4 Tan : 1 Opaque White
3 Opaque White
Clear

3. Using a new stir stick for each color,
mix the epoxy until the color is fully
integrated.
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Make It:
Optional step: Mark your board along the side with
a pencil to guide yourself when pouring colors.

1. Pour your blue mixture, then your
ocean blue. Letting those two colors
touch is ideal.

2. Using a stir stick or a gloved hand,
spread the epoxy across your surface.

3. Blend your colors gently where they
meet. Do this with a stir stick or with
your hand.

4. Add your tan epoxy to the remaining
area of the board.
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Make It:
5. Coat the side of your pieces with the
colors you’ve poured. Using the epoxy
that’s dripped off the edges works well.

6. Pour a line of clear epoxy on the
areas where the blues meet, and where
the blue meets the tan.

7. Pour a line of white epoxy overtop of
the clear.
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Make It:
8. Using a heat gun, blow dryer, or
compressed air, spread the white epoxy
at each transition point gently towards
the tan. Do as much or as little as
you’d like.

9. You can add hobby store sand for
added texture and style.

10. Once everything is blended to your
liking, use a torch or heat gun to
remove any air bubbles that have surfaced.

11. Any excess drips can be wiped off at
30-minute intervals while drying, or
can be sanded off once the epoxy is
fully cured.
Optional step: You can wait until your first pour
has cured and add another layer of white and clear
to create more depth with your waves.
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Made It!
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Call us anytime
(269) 488-4000

